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Examines the distribution of place-names in northern Britain which contain elements defined as P-Celtic. Appendix 1: Survey of place-name elements organized according to their degree of Pictishness (Category 1: P-Celtic words probably not borrowed into Gaelic: *aiber or *aibor, *bren or *brun, *catc, *cuper, *dol, *doln, *tanerc, *mig, *ogel, *pant, *perl, *pere, *pren, ?*mth, *traus/*tros, Note on *nemed; Category 2: P-Celtic words borrowed into Gaelic but only attested in place-names: *cair, *carden, *gromn; Category 3: P-Celtic loan-words attested as common nouns in Gaelic: bad, dail, monadh, pott, póir, gwlas; Category 4: Gaelic elements influenced by a Pictish cognate: ? beinn, blàr, cairn, dabhach, dún, foibhir, liós, mòth, srath); Appendix 2: The problem of Cardéan; Appendix 3: A note on Kér; Appendix 4: Certain, probable or possible ‘Pictish’ names containing elements not discussed above.